Our Explicit Improvement Agenda

At Malanda State School we have 4 main data-informed priorities...

A DATE WITH DATA

- WRITING IT RIGHT
- MATHEMATICS MATTERS
- READING ROCKS
- 95 TO THRIVE

COMMUNITY CONNECT

The strategies of our Annual Implementation Plan (AIP) are ways of working towards the attainment of:

NB: These targets are detailed in the six domains of the Malanda State School Annual Implementation Plan (AIP)

A DATE WITH DATA

WRITING IT RIGHT
The teaching of writing
Explicit Teaching (ET) of our Daily Writing
Consolidation (DWC)

MATHEMATICS MATTERS
The teaching of numeracy
Explicit Teaching practices in all classrooms – Aligned to the Maths Assessment Tool (MAT)

READING ROCKS
The teaching of reading
Explicit Teaching of our Reading Script in all classrooms

95 TO THRIVE
Every child, every day
Delivery of our Attendance System

4 Year Plan

School Improvement Model (SIM)

The School Improvement Hierarchy
What to do...

Inquiry cycles
How to learn...

Standards of Evidence
How successful...

The Work of Leadership

EXISTING CULTURE:
Described in terms of people, practices, and processes that work, the organization & its leader

TOOLS OF LEADERSHIP:
Behavior
What we do and why
Systems
The way we do things
Symbols
Non-verbal messages

DESIRED CULTURE:
Described in terms of how you would like people to behave, to view their work, the organization & their leader

2016  2017  2018  2019

Reading
Organisational Effectiveness

Writing
Data Based Decision Making

Mathematics
Community Connect

Students Educationally At Risk System (SEARS)

Reading Script DWC MAT Consolidation + ET

Reading Script DWC MAT Consolidation + ET

Benchmarking Achievement Standards School Maths program

A-E NAPLAN online Consolidations + ET